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Abstract The interactions of nitrogen dioxide molecule

with TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles were investigated

using density functional theory. Surface Au atoms on the

TiO2-supported Au overlayer were found to be the most

favorable binding sites, thus making the adsorption process

very strong. Both oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the NO2

molecule can bind to the Au surface by forming strong

chemical bonds. The adsorption of NO2 molecule on the

considered structures gives rise to significant changes in

the bond lengths, bond angles, and adsorption energies of

the complex systems. The results indicate that NO2

adsorption on the TiO2-supported Au nanoparticle by its

oxygen atoms is energetically more favorable than the NO2

adsorption by its nitrogen atom, indicating the strong

binding of NO2 to the TiO2-supported Au through its

oxygen atoms. Thus, the bridge configuration of TiO2/

Au ? NO2 is found to be the most stable configuration.

Both oxygen and nitrogen atoms of NO2 move favorably

towards the Au surface, as confirmed by significant over-

laps in the PDOSs of the atoms that forming chemical

bonds. This study not only suggests a theoretical basis for

gas-sensing properties of the TiO2-supported Au

nanoparticles, but also offers a rational approach to develop

nanostructure-based chemical sensors with improved

performance.

Keywords Density functional theory � NO2 � TiO2-

supported Au nanoparticle � PDOS

Introduction

TiO2 is one of the most broadly studied transition metal

semiconductors with outstanding properties, such as non-

toxicity, high catalytic efficiency, and extensive bandgap

[1]. Until now, various kinds of well-known applications

have been proposed for TiO2, such as photo-catalysis, gas

sensor devices, organic dye-sensitized solar cells, water

splitting, and air pollution control [2–5]. Anatase, rutile,

and brookite are the most important polymorphs of TiO2

[6]. Of the three polymorphs of TiO2, the rutile form is

found to be the most stable phase. There is not any detailed

theoretical investigation on the physical and chemical

properties of brookite because of its metastable property.

This meta-stability results in some troubles during the

synthesis of brookite [7]. The improved reactivity of ana-

tase is comparable with that of rutile and brookite phases

[8–14]. Anatase has been extensively studied due to its

enhanced activity in some photo-catalysis reactions, such

as TiO2-supported metal particle reactions, compared to the

rutile and brookite phases [15–17]. Unfortunately, as a

most promising material, the widely application of TiO2-

based gas sensors is influenced by its wide bandgap

(3–3.2 eV). This results in the absorption of a small per-

centage of the incoming solar light (3–5%). An enormous

amount of effort has been invested in enhancing the optical

response of TiO2 by nitrogen doping [8].
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Recently, gold was considered as an inactive metal,

which possesses less activity than the other metals in many

reactions. Haruta and co-workers showed that gold parti-

cles can increase the combustion of CO molecule and

promote different catalytic reactions [18]. The gold parti-

cles supported by metal oxides (oxide-supported gold

particles) have gained more attention due to their higher

activities in the surface processes [19–22]. This leads to the

structures with enhanced catalytic activity and higher sta-

bility [23, 24]. There are a large number of important

reactions, in which the oxide-supported Au overlayers play

a key role, including the epoxidation of C3H6 [25],

reduction of NOx molecules [26], and dissociation of SO2

molecule [27]. TiO2 has been considered as one of the most

appropriate support materials for gold particles [28, 29].

The interactions of gold nanoparticles with TiO2 (rutile and

anatase) have been widely studied in the last few years.

Vittadini et al. considered the adsorption behaviors of gold

clusters on the TiO2 anatase (101) surfaces [30]. Metiu and

co-workers investigated the adsorption site and electronic

structures of the TiO2 rutile-supported Au nanoparticles

[31].

The adsorption of the O2 and CO2 on gold nanoparticles

supported by TiO2 has been investigated by DFT calcula-

tions [32]. The main source of nitrogen dioxide emission is

internal combustion engines, burning fossil fuels. It also

results from cigarette smoke, kerosene heaters, and vehicle

engines and stoves. Thus, finding an efficient sensor for the

removal of this toxic molecule is an important issue to

public health and environmental protection [33]. An ideal

semiconductor oxide-based gas sensor should have prop-

erties, such as high sensitivity to the expected toxic

material, low price fabrication, and compatibility with

modern electronic devises. Among different gas sensors,

the oxide-supported gold nanoparticles have been charac-

terized as efficient sensor materials because of their higher

activities. Therefore, establishing multi-component struc-

tures in sensor materials has long been regarded as the best

strategy for improving the sensing performance of TiO2

particles. The mechanism of gas sensing for the removal of

toxic NO2 molecules by metal oxide-based sensors is

represented in Fig. 1. We have decided to perform a DFT

study of the interaction of NO2 molecule with the TiO2-

supported Au overlayers to fully exploit the gas-sensing

capabilities of these nanocomposites.

The consecutive adsorption of NO2 molecules on the

TiO2-supported Au overlayers probably produces N2

molecule formed from the central nitrogen atoms of the

two adsorbed NO2 molecules. This is a consequence of the

formation of weak chemical bonds between oxygen atoms

of NO2 molecule and Ti sites of the adsorbent. This leads to

weakening of the bond between central nitrogen and the

side oxygen atoms of the adsorbed NO2 molecules. Based

on this fact, we can conclude desorption of NO2 molecule

from the surface of the TiO2-supported Au overlayer. The

next NO2 molecule then can be adsorbed on the considered

nanocomposite, and this consecutive process was repeated

over and over again to obtain the enhanced sensing per-

formance of the adsorbent material. Figure 1 shows a

schematic structure of a metal oxide-based gas sensor. We

have also commented on the charge analysis of the com-

plex system according to the Mulliken population analysis.

In this study, the main objective is to perform a systematic

investigation on the adsorption behaviors of the TiO2-

supported Au nanoparticles as potentially efficient gas

sensors for NO2 detection.

Computational methods

Details of computation

All of DFT calculations [34, 35] were carried out using the

Open source Package for Material eXplorer (OPENMX3.8)

[36]. OPENMX is an efficient software package for nano-

scale materials simulations based on norm-conserving

pseudo-potentials and pseudo-atomic localized basis func-

tions [37, 38]. To optimize the structures, the pseudoatomic

orbitals (PAOs) centered on atomic sites were used as basis

sets. The calculations were done with a considered energy

cutoff of 150 Ry. Pseudo-atomic orbitals were constructed

by minimal basis sets (three s-state, three p-state, and one

d-state radial functions) for the Ti, (three s-state, three p-

state, two d-state, and one f-state radial functions) for the

Au, and (two s-state, two p-state radial functions) for O and

N atoms, within cut-off radii of basis functions set to the

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of a typical metal oxide-based gas sensor
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values of seven for Ti, nine for Au, and five for O and N

(all in Bohrs). The total energy of the system was com-

puted within the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of

the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange–

correlation potential [39]. Mulliken population analysis

was also conducted to fully analyze the charge transfer

between NO2 and nanocomposite. To optimize the

adsorption configurations of the TiO2-supported Au over-

layers with adsorbed NO2 molecules, all atoms of the

system are entirely relaxed until the force on each atom is

less than 0.01 eV/Å. The size of the simulation box con-

taining pristine TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles is

20 Å 9 20 Å 9 30 Å, being larger than the realistic size

of the composite system.

Three possible orientations of NO2 towards the TiO2-

supported Au nanoparticles are studied in this work.

XCrysDen program was used for visualization of the fig-

ures presented in this study [40]. The total number of atoms

of the nanocomposite in the considered box is 88 atoms (16

Au, 48 O, and 24 Ti atoms) of undoped TiO2-supported Au

overlayer. The effects of vdW interactions were also taken

into account in this study. Both LDA and GGA methods

cannot describe the vdW interactions in the systems, such

as NO2 adsorption, on the TiO2-supported Au nanoparti-

cles. Thus, an inclusion of additional functional into stan-

dard DFT methods would be required, which correctly

describes the effects of vdW interactions. Grimme’s DFT-

D2 [41] and DFT-D3 methods [42, 43] were used in this

study to correct the adsorption energies for dispersion

energy. The adsorption energy, Ead, is estimated as the

following equation:

Ead ¼ EðcompositeþadsorbateÞ � Ecomposite � Eadsorbate ð1Þ

where E(composite ? adsorbate) is the total energy of the TiO2-

supported Au overlayers with adsorbed NO2, Ecomposite is

the energy of bare TiO2-supported Au overlayer, and

Eadsorbate represents the energy of a free gas-phase NO2

molecule. As distinct from this equation, the adsorption

energies of energy favorable configurations are negative.

Modeling TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles

We have constructed TiO2 anatase nanoparticle using a

3 9 2 9 1 supercell of TiO2 anatase. The considered unit

cell is available at ‘‘American Mineralogists Database’’

webpage [44] and reported by Wyckoff [45]. The size of

the studied nanoparticles was chosen following Lei et al.

[46] and Liu et al. [47]. The results published by Lei et al.

[46] show that the smaller the particle is, the higher the

Fig. 2 Representation of a pristine TiO2 anatase nanoparticle, two

dangling oxygen atoms were used to set a 1:2 atomic charge ratio

between the oxygen and titanium atoms

Table 1 Calculated surface energies (in J/m2) for the anatase (0 0 1)

and (1 0 1) surfaces, calculated based on GGA pseudo-potential

Surface (0 0 1) (1 0 1)

Calculated 0.96 0.49

Literature 0.98 0.49

Fig. 3 Optimized geometry of undoped TiO2-supported Au over-

layer. The yellow, gray, and red balls denote gold, titanium, and

oxygen atoms, respectively. TiO2 was demonstrated to an appropriate

support material for gold particles
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average energy is. They have explained that the nanopar-

ticles containing 72 atoms have the lowest energy (the

highest stability among the different types of nanoparticles.

The optimized structure of the pristine TiO2 nanoparticle is

shown in Fig. 2. The constructed structure of pristine TiO2

nanoparticle was geometrically optimized and then coupled

with Au nanoparticle to model a metal oxide-supported Au

overlayer. The calculated structural parameters for the

chosen Au nanoparticle are listed in Table S1. The atomic

number ratio between titanium and oxygen atoms should

Fig. 4 Optimized geometry

configurations of the NO2

molecule adsorbed on the

undoped TiO2-supported Au

overlayers in different

orientations, a NO2 adsorption

on the top-Au sites by its

oxygen atoms (configuration A),

b NO2 adsorption on the top-Au

site by its nitrogen atom

(configuration B), and c NO2

adsorption on the side-Au sites

by its oxygen atoms

(configuration C)

Table 2 Bond lengths (in Å) and angles (in degrees) of NO2 mole-

cule adsorbed on the TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles

Complex type Au–O1 Au–O2 Au–N N–O1 N–O2 O–N–O

Undoped

A 2.23 2.36 – 1.32 1.34 120.4

B – – 2.19 1.30 1.31 122.8

C 2.34 2.36 – 1.32 1.32 120.7

Non-adsorbed – – – 1.20 1.20 134.3
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be set as 1:2, which was obtained by setting two dangling

oxygen atoms in TiO2. Spin polarization is not used for the

optimization of pristine TiO2 particles due to the even

electron number of pure particles. During the optimization

process, ‘‘Cluster’’ method was used as efficient eigenvalue

solver. For electronic structure calculations, the conver-

gence criterion of 1.0 9 10-6 Hartree was used, whereas

the criterion for geometry optimization was set at

1.0 9 10-4 Hartree/bohr. In addition, ‘‘Opt’’ was used as

geometry optimizer, which presents a robust scheme for

optimization of solid-state structures based on cluster

method.

The surface energies for TiO2 anatase were computed

and summarized in Table 1. The calculated data from GGA

are in reasonable agreement with the experimentally

reported data or other computational works [48]. It indi-

cates that GGA pseudo-potential possesses a reasonable

accuracy for calculating the properties of anatase particles.

The energy calculations were carried out at the C point.

The considered simulation box has the dimension of

20 Å 9 15 Å 9 30 Å. To reduce the additional interac-

tions between neighbor particles, a 11.5 Å distance in three

directions was considered.

TiO2 includes two types of titanium atoms, namely, five-

fold coordinated (5f-Ti) and six-fold coordinated (6f-Ti), as

well as two types of oxygen atoms, indicated by three-fold

coordinated (3f-O) and two-fold coordinated (2f-O) atoms

[49, 50]. For the bent geometry of the NO2 molecule, the

calculated N–O bond length and O–N–O bond angle are

about 1.20 Å and 134.3�, respectively, which agree rea-

sonably with the previous gas-phase data [51]. Au

nanoparticle was supported by TiO2 anatase to model a

TiO2-supported Au overlayer. Figure 3 displays the equi-

librium structure of the undoped TiO2-supported Au

nanoparticle.

Results and discussion

Structural parameters and adsorption energies

Three possible orientations of the NO2 molecule towards

the TiO2-supported Au overlayers were considered, in

which the NO2 molecule can bind to the surface of Au

atoms either by its nitrogen or by oxygen atoms. The rel-

evant configurations of NO2 adsorption on the TiO2-sup-

ported Au nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 4, as indicated

by adsorption types A–C. We found that the NO2 interac-

tion with Au atoms is stronger than the interaction with

TiO2 nanoparticle. Thus, the surfaces of Au atoms are

strongly favored during the adsorption process. Over the

TiO2-supported Au nanoparticle, the NO2 molecule

Fig. 5 Optimized geometry

configurations of the NO2

molecule adsorbed on the bare

TiO2 and Au nanoparticles

Table 3 Adsorption energies (in eV) and Mulliken charge values (in e) for NO2 molecule adsorbed on bare TiO2, bare Au, and TiO2-supported

Au overlayers

Type of complex Adsorption energy (eV) Mulliken charge

(normal basis sets)

Mulliken charge

(large basis sets)

PBE DFT-D2 DFT-D3

Undoped

A -2.18 -4.12 -8.04 0.15 0.37

B -1.41 -2.70 -2.08 0.25 0.47

C -1.87 -3.60 -7.06 0.16 0.38

Bare TiO2 -0.72 -1.44 -2.86 ?0.05 0.27

Bare Au -1.23 -2.24 -4.06 ?0.04 0.26
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preferentially interacts with the Au nanoparticle. The

interaction by oxygen atoms leads to a bridge configuration

of NO2 on the nanocomposite. As a closer comparison, it is

of eminent importance to describe the adsorption configu-

rations and relative orientations in detail. Configuration A

shows the adsorption of NO2 on the top-site Au atoms of

the TiO2-supported Au, while configuration C represents

the interaction of NO2 with the lateral-site Au atoms. In

configuration B, we can see that NO2 molecule interacts

with the top-site Au atoms by its nitrogen atom, providing

a single contacting point between NO2 and nanocomposite.

Configurations A and C indicate a double contacting point

between NO2 and TiO2-supported Au. Figure S1 also dis-

plays the top views of NO2 molecule adsorbed on the TiO2-

supported Au overlayers.

Table 2 summarizes the lengths and distances for the

newly formed Au–O bonds, N–O bonds of the adsorbed

NO2 molecule, and O–N–O bond angles of NO2 after the

adsorption process. Based on the obtained results, we found

that the N–O bonds of the adsorbed NO2 molecule were

elongated due to the considerable electronic density shifts

from the Au–Au bonds of Au nanoparticle and N–O bonds

of the NO2 molecule to the newly formed Au–O and Au–N

bonds between the nanocomposite and NO2. Thus, the

adsorption process results in weakening the N–O bonds of

the NO2 molecule. The O–N–O bond angles of NO2 were

increased compared to those of non-adsorbed NO2 mole-

cule. This increase in the bond angles could be mostly

attributed to the elongation of the N–O bonds of the

adsorbed NO2 molecule. In configuration B, the bond angle

increase and geometry changing could be ascribed to the

formation of new Au–N bond. The formation of new bond

is a key reason, which is responsible for changing the sp

hybridization of the nitrogen atom in the NO2 molecule to

hybridization with higher p contribution (near-sp2). Con-

sequently, the p characteristics of bonding molecular

orbitals of the nitrogen atom in the adsorbed NO2 molecule

become higher.

For clear comparison, the adsorption configurations of

NO2 molecule on pristine Au and TiO2 nanoparticles are

also represented in Fig. 5, indicating less stable adsorption

of NO2 on the considered bare nanoparticles. Table 3

Fig. 6 PDOSs for the adsorption complexes of the undoped TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles with adsorbed NO2 molecules. (a, b) complex A;

(c, d) complex B; (e, f) complex C
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summarizes the adsorption energies of NO2 molecules

adsorbed on the pristine TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles.

Of the three configurations, configuration A has the highest

value of adsorption energy, thus making it the most

favorable adsorption configuration and, consequently, the

most likely binding site to be located on the TiO2-sup-

ported Au.

Therefore, the adsorption of NO2 on the TiO2-supported

Au nanoparticle (configuration A) is more favorable in

energy than the adsorptions in configurations B and C. For

both adsorption types A and C, the adsorption energy is

higher (more negative) than the adsorption energy of

adsorption type B. The reason is that the configurations A

and C provide a double contacting point between the NO2

and TiO2-supported Au, whereas configuration B shows a

single contacting point. NO2 molecule was strongly coor-

dinated to the TiO2-supported Au by its two oxygen atoms.

In other words, two oxygen atoms of the NO2 molecule can

interact with the TiO2-supported Au overlayer more effi-

ciently. The adsorption energies calculated from DFT-D2

and DFT-D3 methods are significantly larger than those

obtained from the standard DFT calculations. Tamijani

et al. [52] reported the results of the adsorption of noble-

gas atoms on the TiO2 (110) surface-based van der Waals

corrected DFT approach and clearly demonstrated the

increase in the adsorption energies caused by vdW

interactions.

The adsorption energies are considerably increased

when the adsorption energies are corrected for dispersion

energy, as shown in Table 3. We have calculated the

adsorption energies for NO2 molecule on the bare Au and

TiO2 nanoparticles. As can be seen from Table 3, the

adsorption energy of NO2 molecule on the Au nanoparticle

is about -1.23 eV and that of pristine TiO2 is -0.72 eV,

and NO2 adsorption on the TiO2-supported Au nanocom-

posite is found to be -1.48 eV. The higher adsorption

energy gives rise to a strong interaction between the

adsorbent and adsorbed molecules, and its more negative

sign also represents an energy favorable process. Thus,

NO2 adsorption on the TiO2-supported Au nanocomposite

is more energetically favorable than the adsorption on the

bare Au and TiO2 nanoparticles. In the TiO2-supported Au

overlayers, the interactions of NO2 and TiO2 are stronger

than those between NO2 and bare TiO2 nanoparticles,

indicating that Au nanoparticle is conducive to the inter-

action of NO2 molecule with TiO2 nanoparticles. In other

words, Au nanoparticle enhances NO2 detection by means

of the TiO2-supported Au nanocomposite-based sensors.

Fig. 7 PDOSs for the adsorption complexes of bare TiO2 and Au nanoparticles with adsorbed NO2 molecules. (a, b) Bare TiO2–NO2; (c, d) Bare
Au–NO2
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Therefore, the results of adsorption energies suggest that

the TiO2-supported Au nanoparticle is a good candidate to

be utilized in sensing of toxic NO2 molecules in the

environment.

Electronic structures

Figure 6 displays the projected density of states (PDOSs)

for NO2 adsorbed on the pristine TiO2-supported Au

overlayers. Panels (a, b) in this figure show the PDOSs

of the Au atom of gold nanoparticle and oxygen atoms

of the NO2 molecule (configuration A). The great over-

laps between the PDOSs of these two atoms indicate that

the Au atoms form chemical bonds with the oxygen

atoms of NO2. In panels (c, d), we can see also the

PDOSs of the Au atom of gold nanoparticle and the

nitrogen atoms (configuration B), indicating substantial

overlaps and thus formation of chemical Au–N bond. For

configuration C, the pertinent PDOSs of the oxygen

atoms of NO2 molecule and the Au atoms are displayed

in panels (e, f). As distinct from these PDOSs, the large

overlaps show that both oxygen atoms of NO2 molecule

form chemical bonds with the Au atoms of the gold

nanoparticle. This delivers a double interaction point

between the NO2 and TiO2-supported Au. The interaction

of NO2 molecule with bare Au and TiO2 nanoparticles

was also examined, and the relevant PDOSs are shown in

Fig. 7, representing noticeable overlaps between the

PDOSs of the interacting atoms. This implies that the

gold and titanium atoms form chemical bonds with the

oxygen atoms of NO2.

We also presented the PDOSs of five d orbitals of the Au

atom and the oxygen atoms of the NO2 molecule (config-

uration A). Figures 8, 9 show the PDOSs of the oxygen

atom of NO2 and different d orbitals of the Au atom,

representing higher overlaps between the PDOSs of the

oxygen with d3 orbital of the Au atom. This indicates that

the oxygen atom has a substantial mutual interaction with

the d3 orbital of the Au atom. Similarly, Fig. 10 displays

the PDOSs of the nitrogen atom of the NO2 and d orbitals

of the Au atom, demonstrating noticeable overlaps between

the nitrogen atom and d2 orbital. For configuration C, the

calculated PDOSs of the atom and different orbitals of Au

atom are represented in Fig. S2.

Fig. 8 PDOSs of the oxygen atom of NO2 molecule and five d orbitals of the Au atom for the TiO2-supported Au overlayers with adsorbed NO2

molecules (configuration A)
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We geometrically optimized the structure of TiO2 ana-

tase, and then calculated its band structure. The energy

band structure of pristine anatase system is shown in

Fig. 11. This figure represents that the calculated band

structure of the valence band maximum (VBM) and the

conduction band minimum (CBM) was both positioned at

the G point. It also represents that pristine TiO2 was a

direct-gap semiconductor material. The calculated band-

gap (BG) energy was 2.16 eV for TiO2 anatase, which was

slightly lower than the experimental result of 3.2 eV.

Important to note is that, the electronic structure calcula-

tion using GGA pseudo-potential usually underestimates

energy bandgaps [53, 54]. This band-gap underestimation

is mostly ascribed to the well-known limitation of the

exchange–correlation functional in describing excited

states. Here, valance band corresponds to the O 2p orbitals

and the conduction band arises from Ti 3d orbitals.

Mulliken charge analysis

The Mulliken population analysis was also conducted in

this work to fully describe the charge exchange between

the NO2 molecule and TiO2-supported Au overlayer. This

method of charge analysis provides a means of estimating

partial atomic charges from calculations implemented by

computational chemistry packages. The calculated Mul-

liken charge values are listed in Table 3. This method

assigns an electronic charge to a given atom in the con-

sidered system, that is, the gross atom population (GAP).

The charge difference, DQA, is a measure of the difference

between the number of electrons on the isolated free atom

(ZA) and the gross atom population:

DQA ¼ ZA � GAPA: ð2Þ

For instance, configuration A represents a sizeable

charge transfer of about 0.15 |e| (e, the electron charge)

from the TiO2-supported Au nanoparticle to the NO2

molecule, implying that NO2 plays an important role as a

charge acceptor. It is worth mentioning that the charge

exchange between adsorbent and adsorbed molecule

affects the conductivity of the system, being a great

strategy to design more efficient and more appropriate

sensor devices for the detection of NO2 in the

environment.

Fig. 9 PDOSs of the oxygen atom of NO2 molecule and five d orbitals of the Au atom for the TiO2-supported Au overlayers with adsorbed NO2

molecules (configuration A)
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Fig. 10 PDOS of the nitrogen atom of NO2 molecule and five d orbitals of the Au atom for the TiO2-supported Au overlayers with adsorbed

NO2 molecules (configuration B)

Fig. 11 Electronic band

structure of pristine (undoped)

TiO2 anatase
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One of the most important problems in Mulliken charge

analysis is the intense sensitivity of Mulliken charges to the

basis set choice. Fundamentally, a comprehensive basis set

for a molecule can be covered by placing a large set of

functions on a single atom. In the Mulliken scheme, all the

electrons would then be assigned to the single atom.

Therefore, it is well known that the Mulliken charge

approach has no complete basis set limit, as the precise

value which strongly depends on the way the limit is

approached. Consequently, an efficient convergence for

charges does not exist, and different basis set families may

produce extremely different results. To overcome this

problem, many modern approaches can be tried for esti-

mating net atomic charges, such as electrostatic potential

and natural population methods [55]. We have also cal-

culated the Mulliken charges with the large basis sets of

higher accuracy and then found that increasing basis set

can simply modify Mulliken charges by approximately

0.22 e. The obtained results are summarized in Table 3.

This table shows that the strong basis sets give rise to an

increase in the Mulliken charge values.

Conclusions

DFT calculations were carried out to investigate the sens-

ing performance of undoped TiO2-supported Au nanopar-

ticles for the detection of NO2 molecules. The adsorption

behaviors of NO2 on the TiO2-supported Au nanoparticles

were investigated in detail. The results show that the N–O

bonds of the adsorbed NO2 molecule were elongated after

the adsorption process, which indicates the weakening N–

O bonds of the NO2 molecule. The results also suggest that

the interaction of the NO2 molecule with the TiO2-sup-

ported Au overlayer through its oxygen atoms is energet-

ically more favorable than the interaction of NO2 through

its nitrogen atom. This interaction provides a double

interacting point between the NO2 and TiO2-supported Au,

suggesting the strong adsorption of NO2 over the substrate.

The current results suggest that Au nanoparticle in the

TiO2-supported Au nanocomposites affects the final con-

figuration of TiO2 nanoparticles with adsorbed NO2

molecules and, therefore, strengthens the interaction

between NO2 and TiO2. The substantial overlaps between

the PDOSs of the Au and oxygen atoms, as well as, Au and

nitrogen atoms indicate the formation of chemical bonds

between them. Mulliken population analysis reveals a

noticeable charge transfer from the TiO2-supported Au to

the NO2 molecule, indicating the acceptor characteristic of

the NO2 molecule. Based on the inclusion of vdW inter-

actions, we found that the adsorption energies become

larger. However, our findings thus suggest that the TiO2-

supported Au nanoparticles can be utilized as potentially

efficient gas sensors for NO2 recognition.
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